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been managed better. Standards for products may be set up
during demonstrations, by the teacher and the class, supported
by the authority of reference books and by the goals the pupils
have planned on the basis of previous experiences.
Evaluation devices for self-appraisal and self-teaching may
be developed by the children and their teachers as part of the
planning before or during a lesson or series of lessons. They
serve to make the pupils work consciously toward goals and
standards that are worthwhile, anticipate what may occur,
and, later, to evaluate what they have learned. Devices that
are most valuable are brief and easily used, and cover a limited
area of experiences. Check lists and other devices, which
have been developed for use with senior high school pupils,
may be used with modifications and discretion in certain
upper elementary groups. If fact-finding devices are used
before a series of experiences, a follow-up quiz is of educa-
tional value if it is used for personal and group evaluation
of what has been learned rather than for grading pupils.
Records of the child's use at home of things learned at
school may be kept by each one in his personal folder and be
used as guides for his next experiences.
THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROVIDES ATTRACTIVE,
HEALTHFUL FOODS
How does one get Johnny and Mary to eat the right foods?
Parents and teachers probably set one of the biggest handi-
caps the child faces in this respect when they dominate every
aspect of the child's three to four daily meals. The child
must experience many different kinds of things about foods,
and adults should make the process of eating easy, pleasant,
and at first business-like.
bright, clean rooms and equipment are
important
Certain emphasis should be put upon the environment and
equipnieiit for eating. Environment, as applied to dining in

